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 Abstract 

General Dynamics Robotic Systems, the world leader in tactical autonomous robotics and the command 

and control technology for battle management of unmanned systems, designs and manufactures complex 

electro-mechanical and advanced automated systems for military, government, and commercial clients. 

With decades of expertise in developing unnamed systems for the military, manufacturing automated 

systems for the US Postal Service, and building systems for the Army, GDRS provides cutting-edge 

solutions to challenging engineering questions. Human robotics and Medical robotics to developing.  

 

       II. Introduction 

The contract modification adds risk reduction language and accelerates the insertion of FCS 

technologies into existing Army forces, according to a release issued by General Dynamics.  General 

Dynamics Robotic Systems is designing and manufacturing a system capable of autonomously 

controlling several of the 18 named and unmanned vehicles that are part of the program. FCS will 

ultimately link 18 ground and air weapons systems and sensors on a common network. 

 

       III. Related work 

The contract modification adds risk reduction language and accelerates the insertion of FCS 

technologies into existing Army forces, according to a release issued by General Dynamics. General 

Dynamics Robotic Systems is designing and manufacturing a system capable of autonomously 

controlling several of the 18 manned and unmanned vehicles that are part of the program. FCS will 

ultimately link 18 ground and air weapons systems and sensors on a common network. All robots 

contain some level of computer programming code. A program is how a robot decides when or how to 

do something. 

 

    IV. Proposed work 
General Dynamics Robotic Systems, the world leader in tactical autonomous robotics and the command 

and control technology for battle management of  systems, designs and manufactures complex electro-

mechanical and advanced automated systems for military, government, and commercial clients. 

There are mainly 4 modules in the project “Moderate robotics System with Public Opinion “They are:  

• Admin Module        

• Robotics Developer        

• Robotics verification         

• User Module  

Admin Module: 
Admin login.  Admin can view developing robotics and verification robotics. Then next user send the 

Comment View for user Comment. 

Robotics Developer: 
Robotics Developer Login .Developing the robotics. General Dynamics Robotic Systems is designing 

and manufacturing a system capable of autonomously controlling several of the 18 operated and 

unmanned vehicles that are part of the program.  
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Robotics Verification:  
Robotics Verification login. Then Verify to robotics .select robotics and Reject robotics. US Procedure 

has shaped a working automatic and is currently emerging it additional for profitable and armed use. 

Education man asked some question for automation reply for automation then selecting for robotics. 

They are termed as "conference”  

User Module: 
User Register then view robotics. User comments and opinion for robotics. 

 
   Architecture 1.1.System overview 

 
Architecture 1.2.System overview 
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ARCITECTURE 

 

V. Results 

While assessing the future and present functions of robots within our societies, we all will probably 

know about the underlying fundamentals and paradigms which influence societal classes and unmarried 

individuals within their relationship using your machines. Various religions and cultures respect that the 

intervention insensitive human areas such as reproduction, European treatments, implantations, and 

solitude otherwise. These differences arise from the ethnic specificities involving the basic principles 

involving human reproduction, life, and even passing. Lives and cultures, ethnic groups and religions 

that do not accept most theories of personal life, are first about the inequality or transcendence of 

individual life expectancy. From these theories, other ethical specificities like solitude and also the 

boundary between solitude and trace ability of activities have been all derived. Cultural differences arise 

from the domain of natural versus artificial. Consider the attitude of unique individuals towards implants 

or penis implantation; the way human enhancement can possibly be looked at. Bio ethics has started 

essential discussions.  
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VI. Conclusion 

Robots are usually well perceived from the Europe, nevertheless they elicit mixed opinions: Europe 

comprehends their benefits particularly at work, however in addition they say concerns in saying that 

robots need to be handled carefully. The simple fact they would really feel comfortable using a robot 

assisting them in the job, however uneasy using a robot minding their kids or their older family relations 

exemplifies well these mixed feelings. This is a significant driver of attitudes involving robots: the 

further curious in mathematics people are that the positive menfolk and females are towards robots. 
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